REVISED MASS SETTING RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR SETTINGS CURRENTLY USED BY AT LEAST 10% OF THE PARISHES
IN THE ARCHDIOCESE OF INDIANPOLIS*
JULY, 2011

KYRIE – Current settings may continue to be used since there is no change in the text.

GLORIA
- Because of the significant textual changes, revised metric settings are not generally recommended unless the congregation has been singing only a refrain or the revised setting is completely new to the parish.
- Recommended chant setting – Congregational Mass by Lee and Krisman (10% now using)

GOSPEL ACCLAMATION – Current settings may continue to be used since there is no change in the text.

PRAYER OF THE FAITHFUL - Current settings may continue to be used since there is no change in the text.

EUCHARISTIC PRAYER ACCLAMATIONS
- Sanctus – Minor textual change. Those settings that maintain essentially the same melody and rhythm are recommended.
- Mystery of Faith (Memorial Acclamation) - Two of the acclamations have completely new texts, and one is slightly revised (“When we eat this bread…”). During the learning period, the acclamation could be sung first by the cantor or choir and then repeated by the congregation.
- Amen – no change

Recommended:
- Mass of Remembrance (42% now using)
- Mass of Light (50%)
- Community Mass (12%)
- Mass of Glory (16%)
- Mass of God’s Promise (14%)
- Sanctus from People’s Mass with Danish Memorial Acclamation and Amen (44%)
- Mass of Praise and Thanksgiving (14%)

Significant note and rhythm changes:
- Mass of Creation (88% now using)
- Celtic Mass (12%)
- Heritage Mass (14%)

Revision pending:
- Mass of a Joyful Heart (10% now using)
- Mass of Hope (10%)

No Revision offered:
- St. Louis Jesuits Mass (60% now using)

AGNUS DEI - Current settings may continue to be used since there is no change in the text.

*According to survey a survey of 50 parishes in October 2010